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Abstract. Our framework is a programming method whose main idea consists in solving a problem 
statically and explicitly before taking some execution details into account. 
Within the framework of the methodology for constructing a program, we are often compelled 
to introduce intermediate values. We prove that in the case of sequential languages, and especially 
when they are sequence data types, those intermediates do not need to be effectively constructed. 
This aspect of the problem is obviously connected with efficiency. We suggest program transforma- 
tion as a possible means of eliminating useless intermediates in the case of sequential languages. 
This paper follows [12] and aims at describing a program construction method, a set of 
transformations rules and their application with an example. 
Introduction: Short presentation of the methodology for program construction 
The methodology presented here proposes a step by step resolution of problems. 
It is based on the observation that the object we know best at the beginning of the 
resolution, is the result (Pair [18], Bellegarde t al. [3]). The definition of this result, 
r= ¢p(xt , . . . ,  Xp), introduces ome intermediate objects xi, which themselves are 
considered as the results of some sub-problems. For more details on the basic 
method and the language, see the first part of this paper "A method and a language 
for constructing iterative programs" published in the previous issue of this journal. 
For problems in which multi-level sequences are used and in which the input and 
output data structures are not compatible, the method is based on the introduction 
of intermediate sequences exactly adapted to the result definition. So the initial 
resolution is split into three independent sub-problems: 
- to choose the adequate intermediate data structures implied by the structure of 
the results; 
- to define the result by using the previously chosen intermediates. The algorithm 
foz the result definition is developed with well suited structures: data structures are 
not taken into account; 
- to define the intermediate sequences by using the actual data of the problem. 
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Once the algorithm is designed, two attitudes can be adopted towards the inter- 
mediate sequences. They depend on the problem specificity, on context constraints: 
- either we actually represent them, 
- or we eliminate them, if it is possible. 
Essentially this implies a choice between reasons of evolutivity and of efficiency. 
We are concerned here with giving a method implementing the first approach. 
Our method concentrates on the elimination of useless intermediates by successive 
program transformations. 
In this paper, we introduce the transformation method with an example. In the 
first section, we develop the initial algorithm using the decomposition i to three 
sub-problems: choice of intermediate data structures, definition of the results using 
scheme definitions and intermediate objects, definition of the intermediate data 
structures. Section 2 presents an extension of the language: it explains some new 
operators on sequences well adapted to management problems. We give a listing 
of the transformation rules in Section 3, both in a formal and an informal way. A 
semantic justification of a particular transformation is then developed. The applica- 
tion of the transformations onthe example is then described in Section 4. In addition, 
we give some ideas about a transformation strategy. Finally, we compare our work 
with other approaches and we propose some software tools. 
1. Sample  deve lopment  
The example we have chosen was proposed by Abrial and taken up again by 
Finance [9]. 
Subject matter: We manipulate a sequence s of elements, each one being composed 
of the triple: 
- key, 
- length Ig (lg is an integer> 0), 
- sequence of Ig numerical values v. 
We want to find an algorithm which would print, for every element of the 
sequence s: 
- a sequence of lg lines, with every line composed of the pair (key, value v), 
- a final line composed of the pair (key, sv) where sv denotes the sum o f  the lg 
values v concerning an element of s. 
Every fourth line, we want the output to be written on a new page. 
Const ruct ion  o f  the  in i t ia l  a lgor i thm.  The result of this problem can be defined in 
an iterative way but not directly using the input sequence s. So we have to find an 
intermediate sequence well adapted to the result definition. 
1.1. Choice of  intermediate structures 
The result of this problem is a sequence of sequence of pairs (key, value). To 
design this two-level sequence will be easy if we manipulate the sequence of pairs 
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(key, v), where v denotes either a numerical value given by the input structure, or 
the sum of numerical values of an element of s. This enables us to define the result 
by means of an iterationmwith a bijection between this logical sequence and the 
result sequence. Let us give the name spairs to this sequence. We represent it 
schematically as follows: 
spairs 
pair 
/ \  
key v 
Now, our goal is to present, step by step, the construction of the program in its 
algorithmic form. 
1.2. Result definition with the logical sequence spairs 
Step 1: 
Goal: Our proposed guideline to solve a problem is to define the result we want 
to get by using a definition scheme and introducing some intermediate objects. So 
we begin to identify the result and the input data of the problem. 
Possible methods: 
- read the subject o identify the result and name it, define its data type and give 
an informal description of it, 
- do the same thing for the inputs. 
Algorithm adjunction (or new definitions we add to the algorithm): 
Result: 
- name: slines, 
- informal definition: slines is a sequence of sequences of lines, 
- data type: text sequence. 
Input data: 
- n a m e :  s ,  
- informal definition: sequence of elements. Each one, called rec, is a triple (key, 
lg or number of values, sval or sequence of lg numerical values v), 
- data type: sequence of records. 
We represent s schematically by 
S 
rec 
key Ig sval 
(s = sequence of records) 
(sval = sequence of values, 
length( sval) = Ig ) 
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Step 2: 
Goal: We want to give a formal definition of the result, dines, using a definition 
scheme and some intermediate objects if necessary. 
Possible methods: 
- iteration using the data structure of the inputs, 
- iteration using the transition sequence spairs, which is a sequence of pairs 
(key, v), 
- use operators on data type sequence. 
Choice: Iteration using the transition sequence spairs. This gives us the oppor- 
tunity to define quite easily the result without worrying about traversing the input 
data structure. 
Algorithm adjunction : 
- formal definition: slines = iter *clines us ing  spairs 
Transitions introduced by last definition: 
- name: *clines, 
- informal definition: it denotes the module or set of definitions in which a line, 
element of the sequence dines, is defined using a single element of the sequence 
spairs, 
- name: spairs, 
- informal definition: sequence of pairs (key, v) where v denotes either a numeri- 
cal value given by the input structure, or the sum of numerical values of an 
element of s, 
- data type: sequence of records. 
Step 3: Now, the result is defined but we have introduced two intermediates: the 
module .clines and the sequence spairs which we must also define. We iterate the 
process used for the result on those intermediate objects until they are all defined. 
Here, we first begin with *clines: our goal is to build the result without worrying 
about the definition of the intermediate sequence spairs. 
Goal: Definition of the module .clines and, more precisely, of the associated 
result denoted line. 
Possible method: Case analyses using the number of lines already defined. 
Algorithm adjunction: 
result: 
- name: line, 
- informal definition: current element of dines. It is composed of a pair of 
(key, value), 
- formal definition: 
line = i f  @ n 1 = 3 then  (pair, page jump)  
e l se  (pair, ()) 
Remark :  (i) The symbol @ is used for recursive objects: it denotes the previous value, 
(ii) ( ) denotes the nil element corresponding to no page changing. 
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Transi t ion:  
- name: nl ,  
- informal definition: n 1 denotes the number of lines defined since lastpagejump, 
- data type: sequence of integers, 
- formal definition: 
n 1 = i f  @ n 1 = 3 then 0 
e lse @ n 1 + 1 
first n 1 = 0 
n 1 is a recursive object so it requires an initialization definition. It is what we express 
with the operator first. We can collect the introduced efinitions. 
- slines sequence of lines 
• clines module defines a line using 
element of spairs 
spairs sequence of pairs (key, 
value) 
result = write slines 
slines = i ter *clines using spairs 
* clin es 
- n 1 sequence o f  integer number of 
lines introduced since the last 
page jump 
pair record current element of 
spairs 
line = if  @ n 1 = 3 then (pair, pagejump)  
else (pair, ( ))  
n l  = i f@nl  =3 then 0 
e lse @ n 1 + 1 
first n 1 = 0 
At this step of the algorithm construction, the module tree can be represented by 
main module 
* clines [ 
Now that the result definition is completely given, we are interested in the 
construction of the intermediate sequence spairs. 
1.3. Definition of the intermediate sequence spairs 
Step 1: 
Goal: definition of spairs. 
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Possible methods: 
- iteration using the input data structure s, 
- use of sequence operators. 
Choice: As the iteration using the input data structure does not permit us to 
obtain directly the expected sequence spairs (because the pair (key, sum of the 
values v) occurs after the sequence of the values v of a record), we use the operator 
a p l a t  which we add to the data type sequence. Its profile is 
aplat: s EQ[ s EQ[V]]-----~ S EQ[ v] 
This allows us to obtain a linear sequence of pairs from a sequence of sequence of 
pairs. For example, if we apply the aplat operator to the sequence 
((3, 1, 2), (2, 4, 8, 9), (3, 7)), 
we obtain the linear sequence 
(3 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,9 ,3 ,7) .  
We introduce more details on this operator in the next section (cf. Section 2.1). 
Algorithm adjunction : 
- formal definition: spairs = a p l a t  sspairs 
Transition: 
- name: sspairs, 
- informal definition: sequence of sequence of records. One element of ssphirs 
is composed of the concatenation of two sequences: the sequence of all the 
elements (key, v) having the same key and the sequence composed of the single 
element(key, l~ 
- data type: sequence of sequence of records. 
spairs and sspairs can be represented schematically by 
spairs sspairs 
pair sp 
key v firstp lastsp 
efirstsp 
g 
key l) i 
i=1 
key v 
\ * /  denotes the concatenation of two sequences. 
To define spairs, we have introduced a new sequence sspairs, spairs is a one-level 
linear sequence whereas spairs is a two-level inear sequence. 
Step 2: 
Goal: Definition of sspairs. 
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Possible methods: 
- iteration using the input data structures, 
- use of sequence operators. 
Choice: to define an element of sspairs, we need an element of the input data 
sequence s. So we choose the iteration definition scheme using the input data 
structure. 
Algorithm adjunction : 
- formal definition: sspairs = iter *cpairs u s i n g  s 
Transitions: 
- name: *cpairs, 
- informal definition: module defining an element of sspairs, sp, from a single 
element of s, 
- name: s (we have already defined it in Section 1.2). 
Step 3: 
Goal: Definition of the module *cpairs and in particular of its result sp. 
Possible methods: 
- iteration using the sequence sval of s of the Ig values associated with an element 
rec of s, 
- use of sequence operators. 
Choice: We see that sp is the concatenation f sequences, o we use the operator 
of concatenation to define it. 
Algorithm adjunction : 
Result: 
- name: sp, 
- informal definition: current element of sspairs, 
- data type: sequence of records, 
- formal definition: sp =firstsp * lastsp. 
R e m a r k .  * denotes the concatenation f two sequences. It denotes the same thing 
as concat introduced in the previous paper [12]. 
two 
Transitions: 
- name: firstsp, 
~i=~ vi) associated with an element - informal definition: sequence of pairs (key, ~s 
rec of s, 
- data type: sequence of records, 
- name: lastsp, 
- informal definition: final pair associated with an element rec of s, where the 
second field denotes the sum of the values v of rec, 
- data type: sequence of record reduced to an element. 
At this step of the algorithm construction, the problem to solve is to define the 
sequences j~rstsp and lastsp. We dispose of the linear data sequence s. 
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Step 4: 
Goal: definition of firstsp. 
Choice: Iteration using the sequence sval, sequence of Ig values v. This sequence 
is an element of rec of s. 
Algorithm adjunction : 
- formal definition: firstsp = iter *crec u s i n g  sval of s 
Transitions: 
- name: * crec, 
- informal definition: *crec associates the pair (key, v) with the kth value of the 
third field of rec, 
- name: sval, 
- informal definition: sequence of Ig values v. It is the third field of an element 
of  S, 
- data type: sequence of integers. 
See the tree of modules: 
main module 
*clines *cpairs 
• crec I 
Step 5: 
Goal: Definition of lastsp, pair of (key, value). 
Algorithm adjunction : 
- formal definition: lastsp = (key of s, surer) 
Transition: 
- name: key, 
- informal definition: denotes the value of the first field of rec, 
- data type: integer, 
- name: surer, 
- informal definition: sum of the lg values v of the sequence sval, 
- data type: integer. 
Step 6: 
Goal: Definition ,of sumv. 
Possible methods: 
- i teration using the sequence sval, 
- use of sequence operators. 
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Choice: We define sumv as the last term of a sequence defined using the iteration 
definition scheme. 
Algorithm adjunction: 
- formal definition: sumv = last iter *csum using sval of s. 
Then, step by step, we construct the algorithm described on Fig. 1. The presentation 
of it is modular and it is divided into two parts (one for each module): the lexical 
one containing the data types definitions and the informal definitions of all the 
intermediates used, and the other one concerning the algorithm definitions. 
-s l ines sequence of lines 
• clines module defines a line 
using element of spairs 
- spa i rs  sequence of pairs 
(key, value) 
-sspai rs  sequence of sequence 
of pairs 
• cpairs module associates with 
every record of s a sequence 
of pairs defined by 
concatenation of two 
sequences 
- s  sequence of record (key, Ig, 
sequence of values) 
result = write s lines 
slines = iter *clines using spairs 
spairs = aplat sspairs 
sspairs = iter *cpairs using s 
s = input 
*clines 
- l ine record current element 
of slines 
- n 1 integer number of lines 
introduced since the last 
page jump 
-pa i r  record current element 
of spairs 
line = if @ n 1 = 3 then (pair, pagejump) 
else (pair, ())  
nl = i f@nl  =3 then 0 
else @ n I + 1 
first n 1 = 0 
*cpairs 
sp = firstsp *lastsp - sp  sequence of pairs defined 
by concatenation 
- f i rstsp sequence of pairs 
(key, v) 
- lastsp record (key, ~s Ei=I Vi) 
firstsp = iter *crec using sval of s 
lastsp = (key, surer) 
Fig. 1. First algorithm. 
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*crec module which defines an 
element of the sequence f i rstsp 
- sva l  sequence of Ig values v 
- sumv integer sum of the Ig values 
v of the third field of rec 
* csum module 
sumv = last iter * csum using 
sval  of s 
first sumv = 0 
* crec 
efirstsp = (key  of s, v of sval  of s) -e f i r s tsp  record element of 
f i rstsp 
-key  integer first field of tee 
- v integer a value of sval  of s 
* CStlm 
sumv = @ sumv + v of sval  of s 
Fig. 1 (cont.) 
A condition is required if we want this approach to be operational: to be provided 
with a system equipped with a syntax-directed itor and a pilot. It is exactly the 
sort of system which is presently being developed at CRIN, Nancy. See Guyard 
and Jacquot [14]. The pilot or methodological guide is responsible for the steps to 
be taken and provides guidance for the user by asking him questions. The pilot 
directs editing functions which enable the user to create a module, save, restore and 
move easily through the'different levels of an algorithm (environment, algorithm, 
modules, definitions), to provide information on the algorithm (example: what are 
the objects waiting to be defined?). It calls upon the control functions: they have 
not been explicitly requested by the user but they help in maintaining the syntactic 
correctness as well when an algorithm is being edited. If the user happens to be 
wrong, a message will be produced telling the user what is wrong and needs to be 
corrected. In fact, the user organizes his construction by adding and suppressing 
definitions in a given context. By looking at this context, the system will not only 
be able to detect ype inconsistencies but to check whether the newly defined object 
on the one hand has not been defined previously, and on the other hand must be 
defined; this means that it has been used by another definition. 
2. Extension of  the language proposed in [12] 
In order to be able to describe asily algorithms on sequences, we propose some 
high level operators on sequences which allow us to extend the language. 
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2.1. The operator aplat 
aplat: SEQ[SEQ[V]] --> SEQ[V] 
The goal of this operator is to reduce every element of sub-sequences to the same 
level. 
We can represent s schematically by 
1 
Sl 
1 
a 
1-] 
c d 
S1 
J 
S2 
a b e f  g 
Y 
$2 
sp 
b h 
sp 
and aplat s by 
a c 
• 'v  
d g b h 
S 1 $2 Sp 
Remark. If s is a one-level inear sequence, aplat s denotes the identity function. 
If we define aplat in terms of the operators nil and cons, we get the axioms: 
aplat( snil) = snil 
aplat( cons( s, v)) = if s = snil then v 
else cons( aplat( s), v) 
2.2. Another example of an operation upon the sequence 
The updating operator noted ®. We aim at generalizing this method to 
management problems (updating f i les,. . .) .  So we introduce the operator ® whose 
signature is 
® : SEQ[V] • SEQ[V] SEQ[PA R[V]] 
and axiomatically define it by 
f irst(sl ® s2) = if sl = snil then tuple(D, first(s2)) 
if s2 = snil then tuple(first( s l ), ~ ) 
else tuple (first ( s 1), first(s2)) 
tail( s l ® s2) = if s l = snil then snil ® tail(s2) 
if s2 = snil then tail(s 1 ) ® snil 
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if first ( s l ) <f i rst (s2)  then tail ( s l ) ® s 2 
if first ( s l ) =f i rst(s2)  then tail ( s l ) ® tail(s2) 
if f irst(s 1 ) > f rs t (s2)  then s 1 ® tail(s2) 
This can be graphically interpreted as 
s2 
s l®s2 
s l  
Let us draw an example: let s l ,  s2 be two sequences of integers: 
2 5 6 8 10 1 2 3 4 5 
s2 
5 
4- 
3. 
2. 
1. 
s l®s2 
I i i ! # 
½ '~ ; ; 7 8 9 10 
sl 
s l®s2 
2 1 2 2 5 3 5 4 5 5 6 5 8 5 10 5 
C+&) (+&) (+&) 
Remark. When one of the two sequences has been exhausted, its current term has 
no consistency and it is noted + &. This provides an easy way to suppress the testing 
at the end of the sequence. 
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This operator can be generalized and used when we have more than two sequences. 
Then we define it by 
f i rs t  ( s l ® s 2 ® . • • ® sk  ) = (f irst ( s 1), f i rs t  ( s 2 ) , . . . , f i rst  ( sk  ) ) 
ta i l ( s l®s2®.  • .®sk)= (ll, 12, . . . ,  Ik)  
where li satisfies 
Vi ,  1 ~ i <<- k, li = if m =f i rs t ( s i )  then ta i l (s i )  
else @ li 
m = min imum(f i r s t ( s i ) )  
Par t i cu la r  case:  the interval p . . .  q can be considered as a particular case of a 
sequence defined by 
f i rst[  p .  . . q] = p 
ta i l [p . . ,  q]=ifp< q then[p+l  . . .  q] 
else snil 
3. Algorithm improvement: Transformations 
Efficiency problems are connected with the language used and the associated 
interpreters. If the realization of such an algorithm was to be considered in a 
language allowing the expression of parallelism (communicating processes [11, 17]), 
production and consumption of intermediate sequences would not be on the 
responsibility of the programmer but on two independent processes: the producer 
and the consumer operating separately. 
In classical programming languages (i.e. sequential languages), our algorithms 
obtained so far would not be efficient: some number of intermediates, most of them 
sequence data types, do not need to be effectively constructed (it is not always the 
case, for example if we want to sort some sequences or apply some other operations). 
The next step to be followed now will consist in minimizing the number of intermedi- 
ates to be introduced by applying appropriate transformation rules. 
3.1. A set o f  t rans format ion  rules 
The number of possible rules of transformation is limited: they are strongly 
connected with the nature of object data types we use. They focus essentially on 
the sequence object (a basic object in the proposed approach) and use the properties 
of the associated operators. 
In this section, we give a listing of the transformations in a formal and an informal 
way. For every one, we give its application conditions. We then give the semantical 
justification of the transformation. 
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3.1.1. Composition of iterations or elimination of an intermediate s quence 
Let u be a sequence defined by 
u = oper iter * cu using I 
and 
l = iter * cl using ld 
where oper denotes an operator on 
Schematically 
sequences (for example aplat ,  l as t . . . ) .  
Id 
U.  
l > I 1 ° ° " 
) .  )- . • . . 
'1 
) 
u is mapped bijectively upon I; l is mapped bijectively upon Id. 
We can apply the iteration composition transformation rule. It maps u bijectively 
upon Id, so that 
/d .  ) .  >. > " " " ) .  
We express this rule by 
u = oper iter modmerge(*cu, *cl) using Id 
modmerge denotes the module resulting from the merging of *cu and *cl; cf. 
Section 3.3 of [12]. 
By this transformation rule, two independent processes (production and consump- 
tion of the sequence l) become a single iterative process: production-consumption 
of a single term of I. So the sequence l is suppressed. The 'iteration composition' 
rule can be applied only if the following preconditions hold: 
- l cannot be used in any other definition, this is formally stated as 
Vd E m, (d ~ (u = iter *cu using l ) )~ l~ rightpart(d) 
where rightpart(d) denotes the formal definition of d; 
- All objects defined in the modules *cu and *cl are mutually independent; this 
is formally stated as 
Vx, Vy isdefined(,cu, x)~not  depend(*cu, y x) 
and isdefined (, cl, y) ~ not depend (* cl, x, y) 
The function depend has been defined in Section 3.3 of [12]. 
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3.1.2. Merging of  definitions 
(a) Merging of iterations. See the case where two result sequences have the same 
departure domain: 
u = iter * cu using l 
v = iter * cv using l 
The result is then considered as a pair of sequences (u, v). Applying the iteration 
merging rule amounts to define a sequence of pairs (ui, vi). In order to preserve the 
correctness of the result, this transformation rule can be applied only if the pair of 
sequences (u, v) is equivalent to the sequence of pairs (ui, vi); this will be written: 
u, v = dee iter modmerge(*cu, *cv) using l 
dee is a sequence operator with profile 
dec: SEQ[PAIR[V]] --'> PAIR[SEQ[V]] 
and satisfying the following axioms: 
firstp( dec( s l2 ) ) = 
i f  s12 = snil then snil 
else cons (firstp (first ( s l 2 ) ) , firstp ( dec ( tail ( s l 2 ) ) ) ) 
secondp( dec( s l2 ) = 
i f  s12 = snil then snil 
else cons ( secondp (first ( s 12)), secondp ( dec ( tail ( s 12))) ) 
where s12 is the break of two sequences l and s2. 
The application of this rule allows us to use the departure domain l only once 
but it can be applied only if the dec operator allows us to maintain the result structure 
(if there happens to be some physical constraint upon u and v, for example u and 
v must be on the same physical support, the merging is not possible). 
(b) Merging of conditional definitions. Let x and y be defined as follows: 
x = if condition then *cxl  else ,cx2 
y = if condition then *cy l  else *cy2 
Those two definitions are equivalent o 
x, y = if condition then modmerge(*cxl,  *cyl) else modmerge(*cx2, * cy2) 
only if the axiom of mutual independence is satisfied. 
3.1.3. Splitting of  iteration 
Some sequences are defined by concatenating two other sequences. We can then 
apply the iterative definition splitting rule: 
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u = iter * cu us ing  l 
l= concat(l l ,  12) 
u = concat(ull ,  ul2) 
ul l  = iter *cul using I1 
ul2 = iter *cu2  us ing  12 
Instead of building the intermediate s quence l, we define the result by concatenat- 
ing two sub-sequences, themselves defined by a bijective mapping with l l  and 12 
respectively, u is "split" into two "sub-results" 
Definition of  *cui. 
init( *cui) = init( *cu[first( l) /first( /i) ]) 
rec( * cui) = rec( * cu[ el/ eli]) 
/ denotes the substitution operator and el is the current element of the sequence/. 
3.1.4. Decomposition rule 
If the domain of an iterative definition is not a linear sequence but a multi-level 
one, we apply the decomposition rule, which comes from the property of the aplat 
(or flatten) operator: 
u = iter * cu us ing  ap lat  l 
u = uplat  iter cap lat  * cu us ing I 
1 is a sequence of sequences. For example, l can be defined as 
l = iter * cl us ing  II 
II = data  
We introduce a module operator caolat, whose goal is to introduce an additional 
level in the hierarchy of the modules tree. Intuitively, it consists in introducing an 
iteration for every element of the multi-level sequence. 
Some preconditions must hold: 
prec caplat(*m, d) - ( typedef ( d ) = i-expr )
i.e. eaplat can be applied only if d is an iterative definition (i-expr) where typedef 
denotes the type of the definition d. 
Schematically, we represent this rule by the commutative diagram: 
a , lat  I 
aplat 
iter * c-u 
iter caplat *cu  
> U 'I aplat 
> iter caplat  * cu us ing  I 
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Definition of eap lat  , cu .  
cap lat  • cu = { ul = iter * cu us ing  el} 
The decomposition rule reflects the commutativity between the operators iter and 
aplat.  This rule avoids constructing the sequence defined by ap la t / .  
The last two rules aim at transforming iterations. They prepare an algorithm to 
be transformed using the iterations composition rule. 
3.1.5. Folding and unfolding rules 
r=x ,y  
x = expl (y)  
y = exp2 
r=x ,y  
x = exp 1 (exp2) 
y = exp2 
- the unfolding rule consists in replacing an identifier by its own definition (~) in 
some definition, 
- the folding rule consists in replacing an expression by an identifier in some 
definition (1'). 
3.2. Semantic justification of  the iterations composition 
In this paper, we only give a semantic justification for a rule: the iterations 
composition. In fact, this rule is the most important in our method because it is 
directly connected with the notion of intermediate. 
We want to prove the equivalence between 
u = iter * cu us ing l 
l = iter * cl us ing  ld 
and 
u = iter modmerge(*cu, *cl) us ing /d  
Let 
Seml  = SemNu = iter *cu us ing  I] 
Using the semantics of an iteration (cf. Section 3.4.1 of [12]), 
Seml= it(*cu)(uo, l) 
with Uo = Sem[init(*cu)] 
lg( u ) = Ig(1) 
it(*cu)(u, ll) = cond(ll  = snil, u, concat(u, it(*cu)(u', tail(ll)))) 
u' = Sem~.rec( *cu )]( u, first( ll) ) 
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I is given by an iterative definition. Its semantics i  
Sem[ l = iter * cl us ing Id ~ = it( * cl) ( lo, ld ) 
with  lo = Sem[init( ,c l )~ 
lg(1) = Ig( Id) 
To replace 1 by its definition in Seml,  we must use the composition function 
comp (cf. Section 3.4 in [12]): comp(x,f,  g) consists in replacing the definition of x 
(given by the definition g) in the definition of the function f. So 
Let 
Semi  = comp(l, it(*cu)(uo, l), it(*cl)(lo, Id)) 
Sem2 = Sem~.u = iter modmerge( *cu, *cl) us ing  ld~ 
= it ( modmerge (* cu, * cl) ) ( ulo, ld ) 
with ulo = Sem[ init( modmerge( * cu, * cl) )]~ 
To prove the equivalence between Sem 1 and Sem2, we use a structural induction 
on integers. We decompose the problem into two cases: 
- the sequence/d is equal to snil, 
- suppose the equivalence of the two definitions is true for the sequence Id. We 
have to prove it is always true for the sequence cons(Id, eld). 
Case 1. ld = sn i l~ l  = snil (because lg(ld) = Ig(1)). 
Semi  = comp( l, It( cu )( uo, l), it( *cl)( lo, ld ) ) 
= comp(snil, it(*cu)(uo, snil), it(*cl)(lo, snil)) 
If we use the definition of the semantic function it in the case where the definition 
domain is empty, we deduce 
Semi  = comp( snil, Uo, Io) 
then with the definition of Uo and 1o 
Semi  = comp( snil, Sem~.init( *cu )~, Sem~ init( *cl)~) 
= Sem[modmerge (init(* cu), init (* cl))]) 
= Sem2 
due to the property of the operator comp compared to the semantics of a module 
(property (6) described in Section 3.4.2 of [12]). 
Case 2. By hypothesis, we have 
Sem 1 = Sem~u = iter , cu  us ing l]] 
= Sem[u = i ter  modmerge(*cu, *cl)] us ing  ld] 
= Sem2 
is true for the sequence /. We want to prove Semi = Sem2 is always true for the 
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sequence cons(l, el). 
Sem l = Sem[u = iter *cu using cons(l, el)~ 
=it(*cu)(uo, cons(l, el)) 
Using the recursive definition of it, we can write 
Sem I = concat( uo, concat( ul, . . . concat( Up, up+l) . . . )  
= concat(u', up+l) 
with u o = Sem~init(*cu)~ 
ul = Sem~ rec( * cu ) ~( Uo, f irst(l)) 
u2 = Sem~ rec( *cu )]( ul, first( tail( l) ) ) 
up = Sem ~ rec ( * cu ) ~ (up_ l, last(l)) 
Up+l = Sem[rec(*cu)](up, el) 
p = length(1) 
Sem 2 = Sem[u = iter modmerge(*cu, *cl) using cons(ld, eld)] 
= it(modmerge(*cu, *cl))(ulo, cons(Id, eld)) 
= concat(ulo, concat( u l , . . ,  concat(ulq, ulq+l). . . )  
= concat(ul', ulq+l) 
with ulo = Sem[ init( modmerge( * cu, * cl) )~ 
u 11 = Sem[ rec ( modmerge (* cu, * cl) ) ~ (ulo, first ( Id ) ) 
ul2 = Sem[ rec ( modmerge (* cu, * cl) ) ~ (ull, first ( tail ( ld ) ) ) 
ulq = Semi  rec( modmerge(*cu, *cl) )~( ulq_l, last( ld ) ) 
ulq+l = Sem~.rec( modmerge( *cu, *cl) )]]( ulq, eld) 
q = length (Id) 
By definition of iteration, q = p. 
We have done the hypothesis u '=  ul' which can be extended to the hypothesis: 
the two sequences are equal term by term, i.e. 
up = ul z 
To prove Sem 1 = Sem2 for the sequence cons(ld, eld) is the same thing as proving 
that Up+l = ulp+l. 
UP+ I = Sem[rec(*cu)~(up, el) 
= comp(el, Sem[rec(*cu)]](up, el), Sem[el = {*cl/eld}~) 
= comp( el, Sem[rec(* cu )~( Up, el), Semi.. rec( *cu )~( Ip, elp ) ) 
As the preconditions isused(*cu, el) = true and el = result(*cl) are verified, we can 
apply the property of the operator comp in relation to the semantics of a module 
(cf. Section 3.4.2 of [12])" 
Up+l = Sem~.rec(modmerge(*cu, *cl))~(up, eld) 
= Sem[rec(modmerge(*cu, ,cl))~(ulp, eld) 
: Ulp+ 1 
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4. Application of transformation rules to the example 
Our goal is to minimize the number of intermediate objects introduced by use of 
the method. Successive program transformations allow us to reach this goal. 
4.1. Construction of  an efficient algorithm 
We try to apply the transformation rules listed before on the initial algorithm. 
We proceed module by module. In a given module, we look at the transformations 
we can apply according to the definition scheme. We apply them step by step and 
show the consequences on the algorithm. 
Step 1: 
Goal: Reduce the number of transitions introduced in the main module. 
Possibilities: 
- use of the unfold rule applied to result and slines, 
- use of the unfold rule applied to slines and spairs. 
Here, we express a possibility: we first apply the unfold rule on the result object. 
Another possibility is to begin with the unfold rule on slines. In this case, the 
application order of transformations does not matter because definitions are 
independent. 
Sub-step 1: 
Goal: Elimination of the intermediate sequence slines. 
With the unfolding of result, we obtain the following definition: 
result = write iter *clines using spairs 
Sub-step 2: 
Possibility: Use properties of the operator write in connection with the iteration 
(applied to the new definition of result). 
Application: result = iter *clines' using spairs 
The module *clines' is obtained by adding to ,clines the definition of the object 
line' whose data type is text. Formally, 
• clines' = addres (* clines, { lines' = write line)) 
The main module is now composed of: 
* clines' module 
- spairs sequence 
- sspairs sequence 
- s sequence 
. cpairs module 
result = iter *clines' using spairs 
spairs = aplat sspairs 
sspairs = iter * epairs using s 
s = input 
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Possibility: At this step of the transformation, we can use the unfold rule applied 
to result and spairs. 
Sub-step 3: 
Goal: Elimination of the intermediate spairs. 
Application: As the intermediate sequence spairs is not used anywhere lse, the 
necessary preconditions are checked and we can unfold the result and replace spairs 
by its definition: 
result = iter *cl ines'  using aplat sspairs 
Sub-step 4: 
Possibility: Use the decomposition rule which expresses the commutativity of the 
operators iter and aplat. 
Application: The result can now be defined as follows: 
result = aplat iter caplat * clines' using sspairs 
Definition of the new module caplat *clines'. This module defines an element of the 
result sequence, named dines': a sequence is produced out of a simple element sp 
of sspairs. Intuitively, we introduce an iteration for every sub-sequence of the 
sequence spairs, so for every sp 
slines ' = iter * cl ines using sp 
Comment. The module *clines' is now one level lower in the hierarchy of the 
modules: it is now applied to every term of the sequence sp. 
A view of the main module and the new module caplat *clines': 
• caplat clines' module 
- sspairs sequence 
• cpairs module, 
- s sequence 
• caplat * clines' 
- slines' sequence 
sp sequence of pairs 
• clines module 
result = aplat iter caplat * clines' using 
sspairs 
sspairs = iter * cpairs using s 
s = input 
slines' = iter *cl ines using sp 
Sub-step 5: 
Goal: Elimination of the sspairs sequence. 
Possibility: Use the rule concerning the composition of iterations applied to result 
and sspairs. 
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Appl icat ion: As the sspairs sequence is not used anywhere lse, we can apply the 
composition rule: 
result = aplat iter modmerge  (caplat * clines', * cpairs) using s 
The iterated module is defined from the merging of the two modules caplat *d ines '  
and *cpairs. 
Step 1 is finished: all the rules which could be applied in the main module have 
been applied. They have led up to the elimination of the three intermediate s quences 
(slines, spairs and sspairs) and the introduction of an additional module level in 
the hierarchy tree of the module, whose result corresponds to a sub-sequence of
the global result. The module tree is now represented by 
I main module 
modmerge(cap la t  *clines', *cpairs ) 
*d ines '  * csum 
A view o f  the main  and  the second level module:  
* modmerge  (caplat *dines' ,  
, cpairs) module 
- s sequence 
resu l t  = aplat iter modmerge(  cap la t  
• c l ines ' ,  *cpa i rs )  using s 
s = input 
• modmerge(cap la t  * clines', * cpairs) 
- s l ines '  sequence 
• clines' module 
"sp  sequence 
- f irstsp sequence 
- lastsp sequence 
• crec module 
- sval sequence 
- key integer 
- sumv integer 
• csum module 
slines ' = iter * c l ines ' using sp 
sp = f irstsp* lastsp 
firstsp = iter * crec using sval of s 
lastsp = (key  of s, sumv)  
sumv = last iter *csum using sva l  of s 
first sumv = 0 
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Step 2: 
Goal: Reduce the number of intermediates introduced in the second level module 
modmerge ( aplat *dines', * cpairs ). 
Our guideline is to minimize the number of intermediate sequences. Here, we 
have three such sequences: sp, firstsp and lastsp. The composition transformation 
rule and the unfold rule are the only ways to do it. But, at this step of the 
transformation, we cannot apply it straight away. So, in order to use it, we have to 
do some other transformations with this idea in mind. 
Possibilities: 
- use the unfold rule applied to slines' and sp, 
- use the fold rule applied to sumv. 
Application of these rules and consequences onthe algorithm: We first try to eliminate 
the main sequence sp in order to work with sub-sequences firstsp and lastsp. 
Sub-step 1: 
Goal: Elimination of the intermediate sequence sp. 
Application: The unfold rule applied to slines' gives 
slines' = i te r  *clines' using firstsp * lastsp 
In order to use the composition transformation rule, we have to transform this 
new definition. The solution is to introduce an iteration on every sub-sequence 
domain. 
Sub-step 2: This step is introduced by the last substep. 
Goal: Avoid the effective construction of the sequence (firstsp * Iastsp). 
Possibility: Splitting of iterative definition of slines'. 
Application: slines' is a sequence defined by concatenation of two sequences. An 
equivalent definition of slines' is given by 
slines'= sline 1 * sline2 
sline 1 = iter * cline I using firstsp 
sl ine2 = i te r  * cline2 us ing  lastsp 
Now, the result is defined by the concatenation of two sub-sequences slinel and 
sline2. The module *clines' has been duplicated. 
*clinel = *clines' in which pair is replaced by efirstsp, current element of 
the sequence firstsp 
*cline2 = *clines' in which pair is replaced by lastsp, sequence reduced to 
a single element 
The sequence lastsp is reduced to a single element. So the iteration introduced 
to define sline2 can be replaced by the whole *cline2 itself. We write 
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sline2 = write sline2' 
sline2' = if @ n 1 = 3 then (lastsp, pagejump) 
else ( lastsp, ())  
n l  = i f@nl  =3 thenO 
else @n 1 + 1 
first n 1 = 0 
Comment. In the module so transformed, we have two iterative definitions with the 
same departure domain (firstsp and sumv are defined using the domain sequence 
sval), but the second definit ion uses the operator last (last element of the sequence). 
In order to prepare the algorithm to the use of the iteration merging which will 
avoid traversing the same sequence twice, it is interesting to apply the folding rule 
to sumv. 
Sub-step 3: 
Goal: Prepare the algorithm to make the iteration merging applicable. 
Possibility: Use the folding rule with surer. 
Application: 
result: sumv = ldst partsv 
transition: 
- name: partsv, 
- informal definition: sequence of sums of values, 
- data type: sequence, 
- formal def in i t ion:partsv  = iter *csum using sval of s 
View o f  the module at this stage o f  the transformations: 
* modmerge (caplat * dines ', * cpairs )
- slines' sequence 
- slinel sequence 
- sline2 sequence 
• dine 1 module 
- f i rs tsp sequence 
- sline2' sequence 
- n 1 integer 
- lastsp record 
- sumv integer 
-par tsv  sequence of sums 
• csum module 
- sval sequence 
• crec module 
- key integer 
d ines '= slinel • sline2 
sline I = iter * cline 1 using firstsp 
sline2 = wr i te  sline2' 
sline2' = if @ n 1 = 3 then (lastsp, pagejump) 
else ( lastsp, ()) 
nl  = i f@nl  =3 thenO 
else @nl  + 1 
first n 1 = 0 
sumv = last partsv 
partsv = iter * csum using sval of s 
firstsv = iter * crec using sval of s 
lastsv = (key of s, sumv )
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Possibilities: 
- composition of iterations (slinel and firstsp), 
- merging of iterations (partsv and firstsp), 
- alternative merging (sline2' and nl) ,  
- unfold rule applied to sline2 using the definition of sline2', 
- unfold rule applied to sline2' using the definition of lastsp, 
Sub-step 4: 
Goal: Elimination of the sequence firstsp. 
Possibility: Composition of iterations. 
Application: 
sline I = iter modmerge (*cline 1, * crec ) using sva l  of  s 
modmerge(*clinel, *crec) denotes the result module of the merging of *clinel and 
• crec. 
Sub-step 5: 
Goal: Avoid to cover twice the departure domain sval. 
Possibility: Merging of iterations of partsv and slinel. 
Application: 
slin e 1, pa rtsv = iter modmerge ( modmerge (*cline 1, * crec), 
• csum) using sva l  of  s 
modmerge(modmerge(*clinel,*crec),*csum) denotes the result module of the 
merging of modmerge( *cline l, *crec ) with *csum. 
If we look at the definition of sline2, we see that sline2' is a useless intermediate 
object. 
Sub-step 6: 
Goal: Elimination of the intermediate sline2'. 
Possibility: Application of the unfold rule. 
Application: 
sline2 = i f  @ n 1 = 3 then (write lastsp,  pagejump) 
else (write lastsp, (~) 
Sub-step 7:sl ine2 and nl use the same alternative definition. As the two results 
defined are independent, we can use alternative-rule merging So 
sline2, n 1 = i f  @ n 1 = 3 then ((write lastsp,  pagejump),  O) 
else ((write lastsp, ()), @ n l + 1) 
Sub-step 8: 
Goal: Elimination of the intermediate lastsp. 
Possibility: Use of the unfold rule applied to sline2, nl. 
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Applica tion • 
sline2, n 1 = if @ n 1 = 3 then ((write(key, surer), pagejump), O) 
else ((write(key, sumv), ()), @nl  + 1) 
Step 2 is finished. At this level of the transformations, there is still one module 
to be defined: the module 
modmerge ( modmerge (* cline 1, * crec ), * csum ). 
Contents of  the modules: 
* modmerge(eaplat * clines', * cpairs) 
- s l ines '  sequence  
- slinel sequence 
- sline2 sequence 
- partsv sequence 
modmerge(modmerge 
(*clinel, *crec), *csum) 
module  
- n 1 integer  
"- key integer  
- - sumv integer 
slines'= slinel * sline2 
sline 1, partsv = iter modmerge( modmerge 
(*clinel, *crec), *csum) using sval of s 
sline2, n 1 = if @ n 1 = 3 
then ((write(key of s, surer), pagejump), O) 
else ((write(key of s, sumv), ()),  @nl + 1) 
sumv = last partsv 
first partsv = 0 
* modmerge ( modmerge ( , cline 1, * crec), * csu m) 
- line 1' text 
- linel text 
- n 1 integer 
- efirstsp record 
- v integer 
- key in teger  
line 1' = write line 1 
line 1 = if @ n 1 = 3 then (efirstsp, pagejump) 
else ( efirstsp, ()) 
n 1 = i f  @ n 1 = 3 then 0 
else @nl + 1 
efirstsp = (key of s, v of sval of s) 
partsv = @partsv + v of sval of s 
Step 3: 
Goal: Reduce the number of intermediates introduced in the last module (mod- 
merge ( modmerge (* cline 1, *crec), * csum )). 
Possibilities: 
- unfold rule applied to l inel', 
- alternative merging appl ied to line l and n l, 
- unfold rule applied to line l using the definition of efirstsp. 
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Sub-step 1: 
Goal: Elimination of linel. 
Possibility: Use the unfold rule. 
Application: 
line 1' = if @ n 1 = 3 then (write efirstsp, pagejump) 
else (write efirstsp, ()) 
Sub-step 2: Let us allow merging of linel' and nl: 
line 1', n 1 = if @ n 1 = 3 then ((write efirstsp, pagejump), 0) 
else ((write efirstsp, ()), @ n l + 1) 
Sub-step 3: 
Goal: Elimination of the intermediate efirstsp using its definition in linel. 
Possibility: Unfold rule. 
Application: 
linel', nl  =i f@nl  =3 
then ((write(key, v of sval) of s, pagejump), 0) 
else ((write(key, v of sval) of s, ()), @nl + 1) 
Contents of  the module: 
* modmerge ( modmerge (*cline 1, * crec), * csum )
- line 1' text 
- n 1 integer 
- key integer 
- v integer 
linel', nl =if@nl  =3 
then ((write(key, v of sval) of s, pagejump), 0) 
else ((write(key, v of sval) of s, ()), @nl + 1) 
partsv = @ partsv + v of sval of s 
Step 3 is finished and so is the algorithm transformation. The final algorithm is 
presented in Fig. 2. 
The transformations we have performed have modified the way of defining the 
incomplete result. In a global way, the result has not been modified thanks to the 
operator aplat. The properties of this operator allow us to transfer the result definition 
(initially the module *clines) to the level of each basic element which defines the 
intermediate sequence introduced, sspairs. It avoids the effective construction of 
this intermediate s quence by using each of its elements at the time of its construction. 
4.2. Towards a strategy of transformation 
In the example developed in this paper we have transformed the initial algorithm 
module by module, operating from the main module which is the top of the tree, 
down to the bottom. 
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- resu l t  sequence of text 
- s  sequence of rec 
- modmerge(caplat ,cline, 
*cpairs) module which 
associates a sequence of 
lines to an element 
of  s 
result = aplat iter modmerge( caplat 
• clines, *cpairs) using s 
s = input 
* modmerge (caplat * clines, * cpairs) 
- s l ines  sequence of text 
defined by concatenation 
- sline 1 sequence of text 
associated to every value 
of a record of s 
- s l ine2 text edited version 
of a line composed with the 
sum of the values v of a 
record of s 
* modmerge (modmerge 
( * cline l, * crec ) , * csum )
module 
-par tsv  sequence of integer 
partial sum of the v values 
- s u m v  integer of the v values 
- n 1 integer number of lines 
introduced since the last 
page jump 
slines = slinel * sline2 
sline 1, partsv = iter modmerge( modmerge 
(*clinel, *crec), *csum) using sval of s 
sumv = last partsv 
sline2, n 1 = if @ n 1 = 3 
then ((write(key of s, sumv), pagejump), O) 
else((write(key of s, sumv), (~), @nl + 1) 
first nl =0 
first partsv = 0 
• modmerge ( modmerge (* cline 1, * crec), * csum )
- line I text element of sline 1 
-key  integer first field of 
the record rec of s 
-v  integer a value of the 
third field of rec 
line1, nl  = i f  @nl =3 
then ( (write( key, v of sval) of s, 
pagejump), O) 
else ((write(key, v of sval) of s, 
( ) ) ,@n1+1)  
partsv = @partsv + v of sval of s 
Fig. 2. Second algorithm. 
Concerning a module, we have considered all the possible transformations and 
we have applied them in an arbitrary order. The application of certain transforma- 
tions have shed the light on other possible transformations (as a matter of fact some 
are interesting only because they permit the utilization of another transformation: 
this is the case for the iteration decomposition rule which permits iteration composi- 
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tion). Using this transformation arrangement, one can do away with intermediate 
sequences. 
Through module duplication, introduced by the application of the iteration 
merging rule, and the strategy that we have used, we have been led to work twice 
on the same transformations. The following remarks are to be kept in mind: 
- When using the iteration merging rule, we will apply module transformation 
strategy to the module to be duplicated; 
- There exists a dependency relationship between the utilization of the properties 
concerning the operator write and the unfold rule; 
- The application of the iteration composition rule is autonomous; 
- The application of the decomposition rule or splitting rule has no effect unless 
it is followed by the application of the iteration composition rule; 
- The application of the folding rule furthers the application of the iteration merging 
rule. 
We present he scheme of the meta-algorithm of a module transformation we 
have applied in the example in Fig. 3. (Each of those transformations is applied 
recursively in the established order.) 
5. Other approaches 
Much research as been developed in the field of program transformations. In 
the work of Arsac [1], Bauer et al. [21, Feather [8"1, Burstall and Darlington [6, 7], 
the principal idea is the implementation f general strategies allowing to go from 
a recursive form to an iterative one. In Bellegarde t al. [4], the general idea which 
is developed consists in accelerating the computation of the last term in a sequence 
by replacing that same sequence by another sequence having the same last term. 
Bellegarde works on optimization techniques using a functional anguage and a 
rewriting system [5]. Some of the cited works have reached the stage of the 
implementation f systems enabling automatic or semi-automatic ransformations. 
Let us mention Burstall and Darlington's emi-automatic system where a limited 
fixed number of rules is applied concerning the synthesis and transformation of
recursive specifications. From the description of the shape of the result, the system 
proposed by Feather provides the user with several possible transformations. In the 
project CIP [2], the user guides the transformations by proposing two program 
schemes, the initial and the final one, with conditions to be satisfied. The user has 
the possibility of requiring the application of certain transformations and of introduc- 
ing transformations of his own. 
The approach, consisting of introducing intermediates when inputs do not permit 
an easy rendering of the result, has already been proposed by Warnier [20] with 
the LCP method (Program Construction Language) and Jackson [15, 16]. The LCP 
method, atop-down method which favours inputs, is essentially used in management. 
In Jackson's work an intuitive classification of the problems has been carded out 
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and propositions have been made to be suited to every particular case encountered 
(for example, structures dashes, backtracking, multiple data structures...). Gen- 
erally the analysis of a problem is based on the confrontation of input and output 
data structures. 
We can also compare our work with the project CATY [13]. In this project, they 
develop an interactive programming environment designed to be midway between 
an improved programming methodology and an automatic programming system. 
The intention is that the programmer will do the hard part of design while the 
system will assist him wherever possible. 
6. Conclusion 
The strict and rigorous application of the algorithm construction method using 
several steps turns out to be heavy, tedious and sometimes conducive to some 
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mistakes: we are led to write many times the same parts of the algorithm. The second 
step, concerning transformations, can be made automatic: the number of transforma- 
tion rules (connected with the properties of the operators used) is limited and these 
rules are applied by means of the proposed 'top-down' strategy. A model system is 
proposed in [19]. In this model system, we have to transform a syntactically correct 
algorithm. The system, written in Pascal, is interactive. The different necessary lists 
and modules are represented by chaining lists. The implemented strategy is the one 
presented in the previous ection. 
After a presentation of the module to be transformed, the system asks the user 
for the list of the definitions which enable the unfold rule. After the answer, the 
system makes ure that the transformations of the definitions are possible by checking 
the necessary preconditions; if they are so, the system works them out. In a further 
stage, the system searches for the possible merging of definitions (iterative and 
alternative) and provide the user with the list. The user can ask for the realization 
of these transformations. The user, at the system request, gives the list of the 
definitions concerned with the unfold rule. The system proposes the application of 
the splitting or decomposition rules of iterations and can work them out automatically 
by propagating the necessary modifications in the son modules. At the last stage, 
the system proposes the different possible compositions. 
Once the transformations in a module have occurred, the system provides the 
final form. After a transformation has been applied, we cannot go back to the 
previous tep. 
This work is part of a broader context, going from the specification of a problem 
to the effective construction of the corresponding program. With the project SPES, 
[10], the reflections and the realizations have been centered on the assistance for 
constructing specifications. The method supposes an incremental construction 
specification. At each step of the process, one can ask the system for elementary 
coherence verifications. The pilot or methodological guide has the possibility of 
organizing the continuation of the specification (after the input of a first definition, 
the pilot can propose the list of objects, to be defined after a study of the context). 
The project MAIDAY [14] aims at offering a programming environment for MEDEE, 
the language of the deductive method. 
This work could be improved if data types other than sequences were considered, 
for example sets which do not have the notion of order. 
The proposed approach is constructive and well adapted to the search of a first 
solution of a problem. But it is not always a good approach, especially if we consider 
the evolutionary aspects of programming. 
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